Dear Friends,

This week we announce a further 32 projects that will receive funding from the United against COVID-19 Fund. We also bring you three stories of Bulgarians who will not sit around while some of their compatriots go hungry and medics are unprotected. Finally, don't miss the interview with ABF Executive Director Desislava Taliokova, who talks about the StandingTogether initiative and the unprecedented level of activism spurred by the coronavirus in Bulgaria.

Stay healthy!

United vs. COVID-19 Gifts 960,000 Levs Nationwide

Eight hospitals, 13 nongovernmental organizations, and three municipalities are among the applicants who received funding from the United against COVID-19 Fund in the second and final call for proposals.

A Hobby Comes in Handy in COVID-19 Fight

An off-road club in Velingrad ensures food and medication reach elderly people in remote villages.

Print a Viral Shield, Save a Doctor

Three professors from Ruse University 3D print face shields for doctors and medical staff in Bulgarian hospitals.

NGO Gifts Food and Knowledge to Roma Communities

Families line up for food as well as for learning aids in front of HESED's centers.

In case you missed it

Desislava Taliokova on philanthropy and the StandingTogether initiative

“In my 15 years in philanthropy I don’t remember such mobilization in society.”